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Expressing our brand
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Our mission is to transform the way people see the world, 

through film.

Our vision is to be the global centre for film culture.

Our character is bold, creative, relevant and excellence-driven. 

TIFF is a leader.
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The visual expression of our brand is more than our logo.  

It is a design framework built from a few core elements and 

guiding principles that combine to create a distinctive look 

that is instantly recognizable as TIFF.

This guide will help familiarize you with these elements and 

principles. It provides consistency while allowing for the 

unique and creative expressions our programmes require.



Who we are
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CORPORATE 
BRAND

BRAND 
PLATFORM

TIFF BELL LIGHTBOX FESTIVALS YOUNG AUDIENCES INDUSTRY LEARNING SUPPORT COMMUNITY

PROGRAMMING 
TYPE

Films Exhibitions Special Events Shop Kids Teens

INITIATIVE/ 
PROGRAMME

New Releases

Cinematheque

Special Series

Canadian Open 
Vault

Short Cuts 

Family Day

March Break

Oscar Night

Talks

In Conv. With 

Books on Film 

Food on Film 

Reel Talk

Toronto 
International  
Film Festival

Canada’s Top Ten 
Film Festival

(TIFF Kids 
International Film 
Festival)

TIFF Next Wave  
Film Festival

(TIFF Kids 
International Film 
Festival)

Kids Classics

digiPlaySpace

Camps

(TIFF Next Wave 
Film Festival)

Camps

Industry 
Programming

Educator 
Programmes

Higher Learning

Resources (FRL)

Membership

Philanthropy

Sponsorship/
Partnerships

Boombox

Soirée

Outreach

Film Circuit

Reel Comfort

Special Delivery

Our Architecture is based on the platforms 
through which we present, preserve and 
share experiences.

This architecture helps us to  
internally define the organization and 
to set priorities. To the outside world 
there is only one masterbrand: TIFF.

Brand platforms are not identified  
on marketing materials and there are 
no sub-brand or branded programme 
logos.

TIFF Bell Lightbox is the only exception, 
given its special status as both a venue 
and a platform. (See page 26 for special 
considerations for TIFF Bell Lightbox.)

Initiatives and programmes and  
can take on slightly different looks 
to define their programming to 
different audiences.



The logo
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The TIFF logo is the most important 
element in our visual identity. 

The logo should always be presented 
in a prominent way, through size or 
position. 

Our logo was designed to have an 
approachable feel with its lowercase 
letterforms. In written communications, 
however, the organization name should 
always be typeset in all caps as TIFF  
(see page 13).

The TIFF logo is a custom design 
element. It is not a “font” and cannot be 
reproduced using typography. Never 
attempt to recreate the logo using type.

TIFF Orange is our core colour but the 
logo may also be reproduced in any of the 
approved brand colours (see page 16).

Logo Standards

CORE LOGO (MARQUEE ORANGE)

BLACK LOGO REVERSE LOGO
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To ensure visual impact, a safe space 
around the logo should be kept free of 
any text or graphics.

Never attach other wording or graphics 
to the TIFF logo. This would violate not 
only the protected space, but would also 
create new, unintentional associations 
that are not part of our brand strategy.

The TIFF logo should be reproduced at a 
minimum height of 0.1875” or 15 pixels. 
If the TIFF logo becomes smaller than 
the minimum size, the symbol should be 
removed. 

Different media and materials have 
different limitations. The measurements 
shown here should be used only as a 
guide. Processes like screen-printing 
and embroidery may require a larger 
logo. In every instance, be sure to 
consult carefully with your supplier 
before preparing artwork.

Safe Space & Minimum Sizing

SAFE SPACE

RECOMMENDED MINIMUM SIZE

0.1875” (15 pixels) tall
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Logo Placement/Prominence

The TIFF logo should be placed in a 
prominent position. Size may vary from 
application to application, but 50% of 
the shortest side is a good starting point 
(as shown at right).

50% of  
shortest side

50% of  
shortest side

50% of  
shortest side

50% of  
shortest side

50% of  
shortest side
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BAD CROP

Cropping/Obscuring the Logo

The TIFF logo can be used as a graphic, 
integrated with other graphic elements.

With the approval of TIFF’s Creative 
Services department, it can appear 
partially in front of or behind other 
graphics, as a translucent overlay, or 
cropped.

While this provides impact, care must 
be taken to ensure that the TIFF logo 
remains legible.

Consideration of the programming 
and audience should also be taken 
into account. Marketing may allow 
for ambitious integration, while 
communications may require simpler
treatments.

Be adventurous, but not reckless. 

GOOD CROP
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Do’s and Don’ts

Shown are several common examples 
of unacceptable handling of the TIFF 
logo. While not a complete list, these and 
any other non-standard variations are 
prohibited.

Do not add an outline to any logo.

Do not distort the TIFF logo in any way. 
Always keep it clean and legible.

Do not add graphic effects  (such as a 
drop shadow) to any logo.

Do not create complicated or layered 
patterns. Keep it simple.

Do not add any other names or 
typography to any logo.

Do not join another logo or graphic to 
the TIFF logo.

Do not use any logo in text.

Do not place an image or graphic 
element inside the logo.

Do not place the logo on a complex 
background or image that impairs 
readability.
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Official Selection

This logo is available exclusively to films 
in the Toronto International Film Festival 
to clearly indicate their status.

Never attach other nomenclature or 
graphics to the logo, as this would have 
unintended branding consequences

LOGO TBD
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TIFF vs Toronto International Film Festival?

We understand it can get a little 
confusing that our corporate brand 
and one of our key initiatives rely on a 
similar acronynm.

We hope this helps.

When referencing the master brand, the organization name should always be typeset in all caps as TIFF:

This fall TIFF presents Andy Warhol: Stars of the Silver Screen, a groundbreaking exhibition on 
one of the most important artists of the 20th Century.

The Toronto International Film Festival may be referred to as “TIFF” or “the Festival”, but only after it is 
referenced in full.

 The Toronto International Film Festival® is recognized as one of the largest film festivals in the 
world.  This year’s Festival lineup includes a number of directors who are new to TIFF.



Colour
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Consistent use of colour is a major 
factor in maintaing a recognizable and 
memorable brand.

TIFF’s core colour is TIFF Marquee 
Orange.

It can be used for most primary 
applications, such as stationery.

PANTONE 1665
CMYK 0/70/100/0

RGB 244/125/48
HEX F47D30

Core Colour
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In addition to TIFF Marquee Orange, 
these 40 colours form a vibrant palette 
that can be used to create more creative, 
impactful materials. 

Inspired by our first 40 years of festival 
posters, these 20 Principal and  
20 Supplementary colours illustrate  
and accentuate the diversity found on 
our screens.

Remember: 

Use colour carefully. We never want to 
dominate a subject or image.

A great starting point for choosing 
colour can usually be found within the 
key imagery of your project.

Do not mix the colour palette within  
one logo.

Additional Colours
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PRINCIPAL COLOURS

SUPPORTING COLOURS

Pantone 1815

CMYK 29/96/100/36

RGB 129/31/24

HEX 811E17

PANTONE 1805

CMYK 7/100/100/23

RGB 179/23/28

HEX B3161B

PANTONE 1795

CMYK 10/95/100/0

RGB 219/51/40

HEX DB3228

PANTONE WARM RED

CMYK 0/85/87/0

RGB 240/78/52

HEX EF4E34

PANTONE 456

CMYK 28/39/96/4

RGB 184/146/52

HEX TK B89334

PANTONE YELLOW

CMYK 3/6/100/0

RGB 251/220/0

HEX TK FBAD47

PANTONE 1235

CMYK 0/20/100/0

RGB 255/203/5

HEX TK FBAD47

PANTONE 382

CMYK 26/0/100/0

RGB 200/218/43

HEX TK C9DA2B

PANTONE 375

CMYK 46/0/99/0

RGB 149/214/0

HEX TK C9DA2B

PANTONE 361

CMYK 67/5/100/0

RGB 95/178/70

HEX TK 5FB246

Pantone 342

CMYK 100/0/85/50

RGB 0/101/59

HEX TK 00653a

PANTONE 7467

CMYK 100/0/33/4

RGB 0/164/176

HEX TK 00A4B1

PANTONE 2985

CMYK 64/0/3/0

RGB 49/196/236

HEX TK 32C4EC

PANTONE 302

CMYK 100/39/23/32

RGB 0/93/124

HEX TK 005D7C

PANTONE 527

CMYK 75/100/2/0

RGB 102/45/142

HEX TK 672D8E

PANTONE 683

CMYK 44/92/31/9

RGB 145/54/109

HEX TK 91356D

PANTONE 225

CMYK 0/98/0/0

RGB 236/20/142

HEX TK EC148E

PANTONE 211

CMYK 1/81/0/0

RGB 236/88/160

HEX TK EB579F

PANTONE PROCESS 

BLACK

CMYK 20/20/20/100

RGB 0/0/0

HEX TK 231F20

PANTONE 2935

CMYK 100/66/0/8

RGB 0/88/162

HEX TK 0058A2

Pantone 7416

CMYK 0/75/60/0

RGB242/102/94

HEX TK 6d6f6e

PANTONE 493

CMYK 12/55/32/0

RGB 219/137/143

HEX TK F2665E

PANTONE 7429

CMYK 7/30/7/0

RGB 230/186/203

HEX TK DA898F

PANTONE 1365

CMYK 0/37/82/0

RGB 251/172/71

HEX TK F8A79B

PANTONE 120

CMYK 0/13/73/0

RGB 255/218/98

HEX TK F1D379

PANTONE 156

CMYK 1/17/37/0

RGB 251/213/166

HEX TK FAD5A6

PANTONE 587

CMYK 12/3/56/0

RGB 228/227/140

HEX TK F1EDB9

PANTONE 578

CMYK21/3/45/0

RGB 205/220/161

HEX TK E5DD71

PANTONE 377

CMYK 47/7/100/0

RGB 150/189/61

HEX TK CDDCA1

PANTONE 1555

CMY0/34/44/0

RGB 250/181/141

HEX TK F593A1

Pantone 3248

CMYK 54/0/34/0

RGB 113/200/184

HEX TK 85a06c

PANTONE 565

CMYK 20/0/14/0

RGB 202/232/222

HEX TK 71C8B8

PANTONE 2707

CMYK 9/0/0/0

RGB 228/245/253

HEX TK CAE8DE

PANTONE 2645

CMYK 45/56/0/0

RGB 148/122/184

HEX TK 79AAD1

PANTONE 5225

CMYK 27/30/15/0

RGB 187/173/189

HEX TK 937AB8

PANTONE 7536

CMYK 29/28/39/0

RGB 185/173/154

HEX TK BAACBD

PANTONE 424

CMYK 57/47/48/14

RGB 113/113/113

HEX TK E5DAB0

PANTONE 421

CMYK31/24/26/0

RGB 179/180/178

HEX TK B9AE9B

WHITE

CMYK 0/0/0/0

RGB 255/255/255

HEX TK FFFFFF

PANTONE 645

CMYK52/22/6/0

RGB 122/170/208

HEX TK E4F5FD
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To help you make effective colour 
choices, we’ve developeda handful of 
sample colour palettes. Start with these 
palettes “as is” or customize to suit  
your application.

Analogous colour

An analgous colour scheme adds hues 
and values that are adjacent to a chosen 
colour on a colour wheel. For example, 
red to orange.

Complementary colour:

A complementary colour scheme adds 
hues and values that are opposite to a 
chosen colour on a colour wheel. For 
example, red and green.

Suggested Colour Combinations

BASE ANALOGOUS BASE COMPLEMENTARY
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Using colour to unite different items will build an instantly recognizable identity for programming.

Use colour carefully. We never want to 
dominate a subject or image.

A great starting point for choosing 
colour can usually be found within the 
key imagery of your project.

Do not mix the colour palette within  
one logo.

Additional Colour Tips



Visuals
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Film Stills

TIFF marketing and communications 
materials often use stills from films.

TIFF often licenses images for the 
promotion of specific films (and film 
programmes). We do not own these 
images, and must re-license them for 
each subsequent use.

We may only use these images in direct 
connection with a screening of that film. 

Use of film stills outside the 
conditions of the license agreement 
entails serious liabilities. For additional 
information, please contact Creative 
Services.

Tip: Some images allow us to make  
the TIFF logo part of the image (for  
an example, see page 10).  But don’t 
force it. SPIELBERG

AMERICAN DREAMER

It pays to 
be a Member

APPROPRIATE USE INAPPROPRIATE USE
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Photography

Proprietary photography should be used 
when promoting the TIFF brand on its 
own. Images should depict real people 
engaged in real TIFF experiences. They 
should be dynamic and candid with a 
strong focal point. Audiences should 
appear engaged, never bored or posed.

This applies to moving images as well.

Portraiture (for executives, etc.) can be 
less candid but should still feel warm 
and genuine.

There are many layers of ownership and 
permission present in entertainment 
photography besides who owns the 
copyright of the picture. 

Important: Personal likeness (e.g., 
actors), trademarks, and all licensed 
imagery are highly restricted in the 
manner in which they can be used. 
Imagery of this type must not be 
associated with any sales or marketing 
proposition without prior or explicit 
permission.

Use of such imagery without permission 
entails serious liabilities. For additional 
information, please contact Creative 
Services.

REAL EXPERIENCES COMMON STAGING/COLD ENVIRONMENTS
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When using promotional photos and 
film stills, always explain what an image 
is by adding the appropriate credit 
where necessary.

Crediting

The Wizard of Oz

The Wizard of Oz (© 1939 MGM/Photofest)

CORRECT

INCORRECT

 The Wizard of Oz (1939)

The Wizard of Oz (Victor Flemming)

Judy Garland in The Wizard of Oz



Text
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Typography

Benton Sans is used exclusively for 
TIFF communications and marketing 
materials. It was chosen for its clean, 
modern form, legibility at all sizes, and 
universal functionality.

Creative use of caps, italics, or different 
weights can be used to create an 
expression that is appropriate and 
distinct to a programming type, but still 
recognizably TIFF. 

Keep in mind that as type sizes increase, 
letter spacing (tracking) should be 
tighter.

The font Arial should be used as a 
substitute in cases where Benton 
Sans is not available (e-mail, Microsoft 
PowerPoint/ Word documents .), 

Note: 
Benton Sans is not a stock typeface 
that is readily available on either 
Windows or Macintosh computers. 
If you require Benton Sans, and do 
not have access to it, please contact 
creativeservices@tiff.net.

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

Benton Sans Thin and Thin Italic

Benton Sans Light and Light Italic

Benton Sans Book and Book Italic

Benton Sans Medium and Medium Italic

Benton Sans Bold and Bold Italic

Benton Sans Black and Black Italic

BENTON SANS
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TIFF Bell Lightbox

As mentioned previously, TIFF Bell 
Lightbox is a special brand platform 
because it is also a physical space. 

On TIFF Bell Lightbox marketing 
materials, TIFF Bell Lightbox should 
be identified (in words only) as the 
venue, along with key date and ticket 
information. 

Reitman Square must be referenced 
alongside the full address. Otherwise, 
reference TIFF Bell Lightbox only.

TIFF Bell Lightbox 

Reitman Square, 350 King Street West

CORRECT
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Promotional Copy

When developing marketing copy strive 
for active, engaging headlines and 15-20 
words of clear, concise body copy that 
sticks to one key message.

Use a simple call-to-action and url. 

Typography is always aligned left. This 
provides the eye with a constant starting 
point for each line, making text easier to 
read. Exceptions to this rule might occur 
in display copy.

For detailed information about TIFF’s 
language standards, please consult 
TIFF’s Editorial Style Guide.

Membership 
means more.
For only $99 TIFF Members enjoy the very best in 

fi lm programming, special events, and festivals.

TIFF prefers Visa.

Become a member today at
ti� .net/join

SIMPLE TOO MANY WORDS AND MESSAGES

Membership 
means more.
TIFF Members save on screenings, at TIFF Shop and on 

concessions, get early purchase windows and free access to 

exhibitions, and experience the very best in fi lm programming, 

special events, and festivals, 365 days a year!

Want more? Access the most exclusive benefi ts while 
providing philanthrophic support at our Contributors Circle 
and Patrons Circle levels.

TIFF prefers Visa.

Find out how you can get more out of 
TIFF at ti� .net/join
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There is always a double space between a date and a start time.

    Friday, March 11  6:15pm 

  

    Friday, March 11, 6:15pm 

    Friday, March 11 at 6:15pm

Do not use periods after abbrevations rendered in ALL CAPS

    FRI MAR 11 6:15PM

    Mar. 11  6:15pm 

    MAR 11 6:15PM

    FRI. MAR. 11 6:15pm

When abbreviating month names or days of the week, please 
use the following 3-letter versions:

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

SUN  

Dates & Times

Dates and times should be stylized 
according to the rules shown at right. DATES

Dates & Times

TIME

Specificy whether a time is AM or PM using lowercase letters, 
with select exceptions including:

• schedule grids & tables
• times appearing alongside ALL CAPS display copy

When referencing both start time and end time please, separate 
these times using an en-dash, with a space on either side:

    7:30pm – 9:29pm 

 

    7:30pm–9:29pm 

    7:30pm to 9:29pm

    7:30pm until 9:29pm

Do not indicate minutes (i.e., :00) when the start time is on the 
hour, except when the start time appears alongside other times 
that are not on the hour.

    The Land Before Time 
JAN 31  1PM

    1:00pm – 2:29pm  
The Land Before Time

    1:00pm  
The Land Before Time 
3:15pm  
Back to the Future

    The Land Before Time 
JAN 31  1:00pm

    1pm – 2:29pm  
The Land Before Time

    1pm  
The Land Before Time 
3:15pm  
Back to the Future
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Trademarks

Please use the registered trademark 
symbol ® after the first use of our 
registered trademarks and the 
trademark symbol ™ for trademarks 
which are not registered. 

Any questions about TIFF trademarks 
can be directed to brand@tiff.net.

TIFF

Toronto International 
Film Festival

TIFF Festival

TIFF Cinematheque

TIFF Kids

TIFF Next Wave

TIFF Industry

TIFF Learning

Jump Cuts

Reel Talk

TIFF Rising Stars

TIFF Shop

digiPlaySpace

REGISTERED TRADEMARKS

Festival international du 
film de Toronto

Canada’s Top Ten Film 
Festival

TIFF Next Wave Film 
Festival

TIFF Kids International 
Film Festival

Film Reference Library

TIFF Membership

TIFF Noir

Film Circuit

Higher Learning

STUDIO

Talent Lab

Pitch This!

BOOMBOX

TRADEMARKS

Whenever you use the symbol ® insert the following note at the bottom of the document
® Toronto International Film Festival Inc. 

Whenever you use the symbol ™ insert the following note at the bottom of the document
™ Toronto International Film Festival Inc. 

On a sponsor-created piece where their trademarks appear alongside a TIFF trademark, it is necessary to make it clear that there are 
different owners of the various trademarks by identifying the owner of each trademark using a legend or footnotes.

®* Toronto International Film Festival Inc. used under license.
® [Name of Sponsor] 

On a French-language piece, please use the French legal line.
®/™ Toronto International Film Festival Inc. utilisée sous licence.

Only use the trademark notice for the first mention of our trademark.  It is not necessary to continue to use the trademark notice 
throughout the document.

Example:  The Toronto International Film Festival® is recognized as one of the largest film festivals in the world.   
This year’s lineup for the Toronto International Film Festival includes...

PROPER TRADEMARK USAGE



Additional Considerations
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Partner Logos

TIFF recognizes the support of the 
several major partners on our marketing 
and communications pieces:

Bell

RBC

L’Oreal Paris

Visa

The Government of Canada

The Government of Ontario

The City of Toronto

Proper sizing relationships between 
these partners has been established in 
a pre-approved digital file, known as the 
“logobar.”

The maximum width of the logobar 
should be the left and right margins of a 
piece’s live area.

A safe space for the logobar should 
be established by either by a separate 
colour box (preferrably white) or a solid 
horizontal line. No other text or logos 
should appear within this space.

Some materials may also need to 
include additional partner logos, specific 
to that initiative. These logos should 
be included in the live area, and should 
always appear smaller than the major 
partners.

Live Area Live Area
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PowerPoint Presentations

PowerPoint templates are available on 
the Green Room.

Only use the font Arial when adding text 
to your slideshow.

To maintain consistency, please do not 
change the background colour.

Do not add any other versions of the 
TIFF logo to the slides.

Do not allow text or images to touch or 
run over or under the logo.

There are a variety of templates 
available under PowerPoint’s  
“Slide Layouts” tab.

Please do not change the aspect ratio of 
the presentations from 16:9. 

Do not hesitate to contact Creative 
Services with any questions, concerns or 
requests for additonal slide templates.

LIGHT TEMPLATE (PREFERRED) DARK TEMPLATE
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Printed Materials

Printed pieces should generally 
correspond to one of the three standard 
sizes.

Publication: 8.25” x  10.75”
Digest: 5.375” x 8” 
Promotional: 5” x 7”

Publication 

8.25” x  10.75”

Digest

5.375” x 8” Promotional 

5” x 7”
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Please adhere to these strict rules when 
referencing the TIFF brand online.

Hashtags

When using hashtags on social 
media(Instagram, Twitter and/or 
Facebook), please use the official 
hashtag of the Toronto International Film 
Festival.
#TIFF16

If you are using a custom hashtag with 
your company name, please use the 
format below:
#CompanyNameTIFF16

Webpages

When customizing webpage links for the 
Festival, please use only the approved 
webpage variations: 

companysite.com/TIFF16

or

companynameTIFF16.com

Please provide your proposed webpage  
link to your account manager for 
approval.

Online Usage (for Partners only)
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TIFF often partners with other 
likeminded brands, resulting in  
co-promotion that shares branding from 
both partners. While the exact balance 
between brands is governed by specific 
partner agreements, it should be noted 
that successful co-promotion enhances 
the branding of all the partners 
represented and must meet both their 
approval and ours.

In some pre-approved instances our 
partners will create a “lock-up” of their 
logo and the TIFF logo.

In these cases the “lock-up” must 
respect the protected space around 
the TIFF logo and include a dividing line 
between the TIFF logo and the partner 
mark.

Co-Branding (for Partners only)

W W

aligned through 
the centre

H H aligned through 
the centre

PARTNER LOGO LOCK-UPS




